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The monograph describes the variational theory of 
global dual extremum principles and its applications 
in mathemattcal physics. The underiymg structure is 
canonical In which the Hamiltonians are saddle 
functions. A single generalized aCtlon functional on 
“phase space” generates related functionals In the 
component spaces. These, In turn, are the source of 
dual maximum and mmimum principles provlding 
under mde conditions upper and lower bounds for 
the actron and error estimates for vanational solu- 
tions. Many applications to linear and nonlinear 
boundaty value problems are Included. me SW 
indicates that this book has been cited In more than 
190 publications.] 
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Looking back, I now see that my introduction 
to variational principles was a most fortunate 
one.ltbeganwithAlexDalgarno(nowatHarvard) 
teaching in my undergraduate course about the 
elegant ideas of Hamilton’s principle in dynam 
its. This was coupled with the pleasure of dis- 
covering Goldstein’s classic book,’ and contin- 
ued with Benno L. Moiseiwitsch (nephew of the 
famous concert pianist) taking us into the realm 
of quantum scattering theory, with results de 
scribed later in his impressive book.* 

During this period, I suppose, the seeds of 
one of my major research interests were sown. 
I moved to Oxford in 1969 and, through Handel 
Davies, became interested in Feynman int+ 
grals, which lie at the heart of representing 
quantum mechanics directly in terms of the 
action.3 These studies led to a year at MRC, 
Wisconsin,wherethe basicelementsofacoher- 
ant theory of complementary variational prin- 
ciples had recently been worked out by Ben 
Noble.’ There. in June 1966, I was lucky enough 
to hear Louis Rail give a brilliant exposition of 
the main ideas. That talk revealed to me whole 

I 
newaawcteoftheele!aanceand~werofHamil- 
tonian iheory. Thus b&an my i&olvement with 
thesubjectof dual extremum principles. I imme- 
diately started to think about its implications 
and development in the context of mathematical 
physics. The early work was associated with 
linear boundary value problems. Quite soon, 
though, nonlinear problems were tackled, at 
first in terms of a rather restricted local theory 
(the first edition of this book, 1970) and later 
using global analysis (the second edition, 1960). 

To turn a boundary value problem into a 
variational problem, we need to find a functional 
(the action) that is stationary at the solution of 
the boundary value problem. Dual extremum 
principles, when they hold, then lead in a sys- 
tematic way to upper and lower bounds for the 
action. In many applications, the action is of 
interest since it can provide a measure of physi- 
cal properties as various as absorption proh- 
abilities, torsional rigidity, electromagnetic en- 
ergy, and scattering lengths. In other cases the 
focus shifts to the solution of the boundary 
value problem. 

Early ideas of dual principles go back to the 
turn of the century, to Raylelgh in acouatlcs and 
Thomson in electrostatics. The flrst systematic 
approach, forerunner of the pnrsent method, 
was introduced by Friedrichs in 1929 and em- 
ployed canonical and involutory transforma 
tions. Another seemingly unrelated approach 
was introduced by J.L Synge in 1946 as the 
method of the hypercircle,5 which applies to 
certain linear problems. The hypercirclecaused 
me some difficulties at first. I had read Courant 
and Hilberl on the subject and contacted Synge 
about their version in the early 1970s. Synge 
replied that he did not recognize his own baby, 
and then generously proceeded to put me right. 
A busy correspondence ensued that led me to 
establish the equivalence of the hypercircle and 
the canonical variational method.6 

Perhaps the reason why my book has been 
cited comes down simply to the fact that, for a 
long time, it was the only book on the subject. 
Now that has all changed with the arrival of 
Michael J. Sewell’s monograph,’ that paints a 
broader canvas and which I feel sure will be 
extremely successful. 
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